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-~·LITEI\fil\Y,·'.4--· I and adoration at what to him is su-
---------------- pernatural. Increased knowledge 
LAW IN NATURE AND REVE-
LATION. 
JlY E. A. KIRKPATRICK. 
reveals this seemingly supernatural 
as a regular phenomenon resulting 
from unchanging laws. Neither 
scientist nor savage can conceive of 
an effect only as it is referred back 
law governs the universe. The to a cause either natural or super-
0peck floating in the sunshine and the natural. No effect without a cause 
mighty orbs whirling through space seems to be humanity's text from 
are equally under its domain. Their which speak all branches of knowl-
form, their motion, and even their edge in all languages. The scientist 
very existence, are but expressions explains what to the savage is super-
of eternal laws. Every quality ex- natural, but sometimes forgets that 
hibited in all nature is a word or a explanation is but connecting the 
sentence in the Divine Code. known with the unknown and form-
There is no chance. We only use ing a new image, kaleidoscope-like, 
the wo:-d to express our ignorance of from images already in the mind ; 
the conditions. The tossed penny and that the cause which he gives is 
falls with a certain side up according only the highest law he has yet read 
to unchanging laws. The chance is in the great code of natural laws. 
but our want of knowledge of the The falling of a stone is explained 
position and force of projection. by the law of gravitation which 
Every atom is powerlessly obedient governs every particle in the universe, 
to the laws expressed by its prop- but this is only a statement of the 
erties. fact-the cause of th:s attraction the 
Men speak of the supernatural as scientist does not and cannot give. 
that which is beyond the rule of law, Science is but a classification of 
but it is again and again found to be man's knowledge of nature's laws, 
only the phenomena res,.1lting from and advancement in science is but 
fixed but hitherto unknown laws. discovering other laws and merging 
\Vhen the savage sees the sun ob- many laws into fewer higher and fun-
scurecl bv some unknown object i damental laws. 
• I 
which casts its black shadow over • The scientist, traveling over the 
all the world, he is filled with awe • weary desert of investigation and ex-
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periment, ever finds that the cause he 
has been toiling to reach is only a 
mirage reflected from the great First 
Cause still far beyond his feeble per-
ception. Religion looks to the Infinite 
as the direct cause, science looks to 
the laws as the direct cause, and ulti-
mately to the Infinite as the great First 
Cause ; but the fundamental truth that 
the Almighty rules the universe is seen 
by all men in all ages. It has been 
like an everlasting magnet ever at-
tracting humanity's gaze. 
All fundamental truth is eternal, 
unchanging, and is seen more or less 
clearly by all mankind ; but it ap-
pears different to each individual ac-
cording to the different images in his 
mind through which he sees it .. Thus 
the conflict of creeds and of science 
with religion has arisen not over fun-
damental truth, but over different 
conceptions of the truth. 
All creeds accept God as the ruler 
of the universe, and believe that re-
wards and punishments are dealt out 
by his Omnipotent hand. Science 
just as fully accepts the idea of a 
Supreme Ruler, and demonstrates 
that rewards and punishments are 
the unfailing effects of obedience or 
disobedience to laws. 
The fundamental truths of science 
and religion can never be in conflict, 
for they are but different parts of the 
same great life-giving stream of truth 
flowing through the intellectual and 
moral world, having for a source the 
everlasting crystal fountain of truth. 
The Christian with the far-sighted 
eye of faith looks over the dark clouds 
of mystery toward the distant source 
of the eternal stream of truth, and 
sees only that portion known as God's 
providence. 
The scientist, with the short-sight-
ed eye of reason, peers into the 
murky clouds of mystery as far as 
they have been illuminated by the 
light of experiment, and sees only 
that portion known as natural causes. 
If man would see the eternal truth 
as it is he must combine the two 
mediums, nature and revelation, in-
to one powerful telescope and gaze 
with both the eye of faith and the 
eye of reason through the clouds of 
mystery illuminated by the clear 
light of experiment and the bright 
light of God's promises. Then he 
will behold that immaculate stream 
of everlasting truth and trace its 
source far back in the dim eternity 
to the infinite self-existing fountain 
from which it flows. And as he gazes 
with wonder and delight he will dis-
cover that the beautiful ships laden 
with glorious rewards seen by faith 
floating down the stream of God's 
providence to the Christian are the 
same that reason sees borne down 
the stream of natural causes to the 
obeyor of the eternal laws. 
Men have so long looked at the 
natural world with the eye of reason, 
and the spiritual world with the eye 
of faith that they have been led to 
consider them as entirely different 
parts of God's Kingdom-the one 
governed by unchangable laws-the 
other without laws. 
But since each advancement in 
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knowledge has pt1shed the boundary actors in every scene since man first 
of the natural world far into the terri- stepped upon the stage of action. 
tory claimed as sp;ritual or super- -we begin to look at faith more as 
natural, and shown it to be nn<ler a means than a condition, and begin 
the sway of the eternal laws, and to realize that faith ever prece<les 
since we believe in a God of Infinite works. ,Ve begin to understand why 
perfection should we not infer that the Son of Man could do no mighty 
He is consistent and governs His en- works where the people lacked faith, 
tire kingdom in the same manner and and why he commands his disciples 
that there is a system of higher to pray for more laborers to be sent 
spiritual laws governing the realm of into the great harvest of the world. 
mind and spirit? For faith seems to be the instrument 
The closer we study nature and re - by which the everlasting forces are 
velation, the more we are impressed utilized and miracle appears, riot 
with the fact that obedience brings as the suspension of nature's laws, 
through natural causes the most last- but as the phenomenon resulting 
ing happiness and enduring perfec- from higher spiritual laws set in mo-
tion. Is it not then reasonable to tion by faith. 
suppose that the laws written on ta- The working of the second great 
bles of stone in :Mount Sinai, and priciple of religion, love, is ever more 
spoken from Olivet, are but transla- clearly seen. Every motive to action 
tions into imperfect human language is love for something. The effort is 
of the laws written indellibly in our proportional to the strength of the 
nature by the Omnipotent hand of love, and the character becomes 
our Infinite Creator? Translated in more and more like the thing loved. 
order that man who even now can Faith in the Crucified One as a per-
read but the first few pages of feet object of love brings man within 
nature's code, may read and obey, the attracting power of his boundless 
and by that obe<lience be raised love, and love for that wondrous ex-
higher and higher in the scale of ample of perfection moulds the char-
rnanhood, and more thoroughly fitted acter, making it more and more like 
to enjoy existence by coming into ; the Divine model'. 
harmony with all things around him. 1 Faith and love appear, not, as ar-
1 .ooking at it in this way the first I bitrary conditions imposed by the 
great essential requirement of revc- I great teacher, but as unfailing means; 
lation, faitl1, seems only as a com- ! and every explanation of the work-
mand to use the instrument by which ings of the Christian religion by 
all the forces of heaven aud earth natual causes only shows that the 
may be utilized in our upward strng- author of such teachings must be 
gle toward perfection. For as we be- one with the Creator of man, for 
hold the mighty drama of the world, none other could have so utilized the 
we see men of strong faith as the chief <leepest principles of man's nature 
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in all grades of his advancement. not true terminal moraines, hut are 
Thus, taking faith and reason as our sub-marginal accumulations of drift, 
guides we shall find that the grand and the presence of numerous 
and wonderful universe revealed by boulders on the outer slope of these 
science, and the glorious, mysterious ridges suggest an expanded and over-
universe pictured by religion, are the hanging projection of the thinned ice 
same faultless universe permeated by margin. 
its Infinite Creator. We shall then One of the best proofs that the 
realize that the kingdom of heaven is ridges we have described are 
not only within us but of us and moraines, and not beach ridges, is 
around us. We shall recognize the the presence of gravel aprons along 
great First Cause and Infinite Father [ the outer border of the moraines, 
as the same glorious Personage, un- I and leading away from these are 
changable throughout all generations. broad belts of gravel and sand which 
And as our trained ear catches the are inadequate to produce such great 
deeper notes sounded by nature in deposit5 of asso,rted material. One 
her laws and the higher, sweeter of the most prominent of these along 
strains of revelation in commands the outer border of the outer moraine 
and promises, they will blend into a is east of Inlet swamp in Lee county. 
divine harmony, filling creation with It is a plain 4-6 miles in breadth 
a melody grander and sweeter than which extends westward along the 
when all the stars rejoiced together Greene river through Lee and 
on creation's morn; a melody which Bureau counties and is occupied by 
shall grow sweeter and grander Inlet and Winnebago swamps. Both 
throughout all the eternal ages as the north and south Kishwaukee 
man learns more and more of his Al- rivers also have gravel belts which 
mighty Father's beneficent laws and begin at their points of emergence 
wonderful works. from the moraines and follow them 
FINIS. 
GLACIAL STUDIES IN ILLINOIS. 
FRANK LEYERETT, B. SC. 
II. 
Considerable variety of surface 
topography is presented by the dif-
ferent portions of the moraine, which 
are interpreted to indicate that the 
portions smoothest in outline are 
for many miles toward the west. 
The moraine which borders the Fox 
river on the east has a very wide 
gravel plain in which the Fox river 
flows to its mouth. The Illinois 
Vermilion river also follows a uroad 
belt of gravel which was derived from 
1 both the moraines lying east of it. 
I The western moraine has breaks 
through which the waters from the 
inner moraine passed. A great vol-
ume of water is supposed to have 
poured forth from the end of the ice-
lobe and flowed down the Illinois 
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river valley. This stream was, how-
ever, so powerful ·that it eroded a 
great valley and left gravel deposits 
only as a fringe along the bluffs. 
The flood plain of the Illinois river 
from its head to the outer moraine 
abounds in boulders and smaller 
stones which were too heavy to be 
carried in this stream. Over a large 
part of this valley there are at least 
1000 boulders per ::tcre. 
Another proof that an ice-lobe 
has passed over this region is found 
in the condition of the upper layer 
of rock in natural and in artificial 
exposures. We frequently have 
found this upper layer planed to al-
most glassy smoothness and crossed 
by pardllel lines or grooves showing 
the direction of ice-movement. The 
polishing is due to very fine material 
irnbeddecl in the ice, the scratching 
to coarser particles and the grooving 
to large pebbles, cobble or boulders. 
In the early development of glacial 
geology before the possibilities of 
ice action were understood, it was 
supposed that striae in the same 
neighborhood which were contem-
poraneous wonld all have a nearly 
uniform direction, but since it has 
running in a southwesterly direction 
corresponding to the axial movement 
of the ice, but in the northwest cor-
ner of the same township we find 
the rock planed and covered with a 
multitude of fine striae and these in-
stead of having a southeasterly di-
rection indicate a movement toward 
a point about 20 degrees north of 
west. This we suppose represents 
the direction of lateral flowage by 
which the ice-lobe increased in width 
in its southwesterly detour. 
Between the moraines there are 
nearly everywhere descending plains. 
The drift is deepest and the eleva-
tion greatest near the inner border 
of an outer moraine and becomes 
more shallow and the elevation is 
less on the outer border of an inner 
moraine. To illustrate, from the 
moraines in Lee and DeKalb coun-
ties there is a descent to the Fox 
river near Sandwich and Plano, there 
is then a rapid ascent on the east 
side of Fox river tP the crest of the 
moraine and a gradual descent across 
Kendall county to the East. Aux 
Sable creek, then a rapid ascent to 
the moraine along the east border of 
Kendall county and east of this mo-
been demonstrated that ice moves raine is a gradually descending plain 
in the same manner as a viscous to the inner ridge, then a rapid as-
fluid it seems plausible that the clif- cent to its crest and a long slope to 
ferent parts of a glacier might have Lake Michigan. 
very different directions ~f flowage This part of the study has been 
and we find good illustration of this very interesting. It shows that the 
in Kendall county, Illinois. In the I great body of the drift was a sub-
south part of Little Rock township marginal deposit and but little was 
in sections 33 and 34, we have found deposited far back under the ice. 
several places where the rock strata The singular course of the streams 
are planed and have deep grooves near the head of the Illinois river in 
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Kendall and Grundy counties is due I yellowish leached sub-soil and yel-
to this arrangement of the drift. Al- low clay to a rlcpth of a few feet be-
most the \Yhole of these counties east neath which are the blue boulders 
of the Fox river are drained toward and clays of an older drift. 
the head of the Illinois river, but The extent to which these old soils 
having reached this river the water arc preserved in remarkable cases of 
retraces its course and flows south- non-disturbance have led geologists 
west. This peculiar direction of to suppose that the glacier moves as 
these streams has given rise to quite a sled rather than as a plow or scrap-
a widespread popular conception rr, thus erocling only the prominent 
that they once ernptie<l into Lake portions and largely over-riding its 
Michigan. I own debris rather than pushing it 
Another very interesting feature in ! ahead as was formerly supposed, and 
connection with glacial studies is the ! while the accumulation of deep drift 
finding of remnants of the soils which; near the margin shows great trans-
formed the surface of the earth be- I porting power in the ice, the presence 
tween two glacial epochs. A large ; of old soils in tl:Je region where the 
number of borings have penetrated, drift is deep as at Mendota indicates 
peaty soils near Mendota, Illinois, a wonderful freedom from disturbing 
at about rno feet below the surface. erosive action upon the sub-jacent 
They are well preserved also in a formation. We can harrily conceive 
plain east of Batavia, where they are the possibility of so much transpor-
found at a depth of 60-100 feet or tation with so little disturbance of 
more, depending npon surface elava- underlying strata. It stands as a 
tions, and a still more extensive dis- witness of the wonderful possibilities 
trict where the old soil was not re-
moved by the glaciers is in the plain 
where artesian wells are obtained in 
Iroquois county. Here interglacial 
soils are found at 60-rno and 110-130 
feet and in a few places the pre-gla-
cial soil has been found at a still 
greater depth just above the rock 
strata. These soils contain bits of 
bark and wood and the peat has 
moss fibers in it. Below the inter-
of ice-action. 
The ,artesian well districts at Earl-
ville, Plattville and in Iroquois conn-
ty are full of interest since they show 
so well the structure and arrangement 
of the drift strata. The wells are 
nearly all <lerived from beds of sand 
and gravel incorporated in the drift 
and their sources are thought to be 
almost entirely in the moraines 
which b,,rder the districts . • 
glacial peat beds it is quite common For a more complete presentation 
to find sand beds in which small of the drift phenomena about Lake 
shells of species similar to those Michigan the reader is referred to 
founrl in ponds at the present day I a forthcoming bulletin of the U. S. 
abound. In places where there is I Geological Survey, "On the G la-
soil instead of peat, we often find a cial Formations about the Head of 
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Lake Michigan," in which will appear 
also the interesting results of the 
studies by Professors Chamberlin, 
Wooster and Salisbury, in this region. 
Denmark, Iowa, Feb. I7, I887. 
----...... •~---
THE STORY OF HOLLISTER. 
murely finished the story by saying, 
"And then he kept her very well." 
Yes, this is a land of mar;els. But 
the story I started to tell is not of 
vegetables, or flowers, or fairy lore, 
but o'wer true tale of the enter-
prise and energy ofa resident of this 
county, a California pioneer, the late The Man Who Drove 2,000 Sheep From 
Ohio to California in 'sg. Col. Hollister. He started, a mere 
boy, from· Ohio in the early fall of 
Iowa State Register. 1859 with 2,000 sheep, hjs entire 
A HISTORY LIKE ROMANCE. I property. Indeed, it is said his flock 
SANTA BARBARA, Cal., Feb. 2 , 188i· 1 was not yet paid for, he having in-
-Corre.,spondence of the State Reg- ; curred something of a debt in their 
ister.-The story of the celebrated : purchase. But he was young and 
Hollister ranch, near Santa Barbara, : stout of heart, and having heard of 
reads like a romance. Southern · h b I · 1· d h . . . . . . t e a my c 1mate an c eap !and of 
Cahforma is a veritable fairyland . the great northwest, and having also 
Its fruits, its flowers, i~s scenery, _its , (so the story goes) been crossed in 
people, are all superlative. Jack with i love, he determined to search them 
his bean pole is altogether eclipsed out and t I f t · th t · . . _ , ry 11s or une m a reg10n 
by the realities of many a bean farm i •mder new and more favorable con-
i'n this vicinity, and Peter, Peter, ! ditions. 
Pumpkin Eater, has been reduced to 
the soberest prose of every-day act-
uality since our own arrival on this 
coast. Listen, children of an older 
age, to this modern tale of 'a pump-
kin. Near the San Gabriel Mission 
during holiday week, at a Christmas 
entertainment for the children, a 
small boy appeared on the stage with 
an immense pumpkin that had been 
grown in his father's garden. Stand-
ing beside it, he repeated the Mother 
Goose melody, 
"Peter, Peter, Pumpkin Eater, 
Had a wife but couldn't keep her: 
He put her- in a pumpkin shell-" 
Just here, before he had time to 
finish the verse, the top of the pump-
kin was pushed off, a pretty maiden 
popped up from the inside, and de-
SO HE DROVE HIS SHEEP BEFORE HIM, 
a type 0f daring youth and high 
courage, resolved to pluck success 
from adversity by means of honest 
industry. Such boys have been and 
are the hope and pride of America. 
Poverty and toil seem like hard mas-
ters, but the discipline they confer is 
almost essential to any large suc-
cess. The lesson this sturdy boy 
learned as he trudged behind his 
sheep over the long weary miles be-
tween Ohio and his promised land, 
doubtless prepared him for the work 
he was to do. He must have met 
with numberless adventures that tried 
his mettle and hardened his nerve as 
he journeyed on. The path he fol-
lowed was a mere trail, with here and 
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there a sparsely settled town or iso-
lated farm, while Indians and wild 
beasts threatened him from every 
side. Sickness and famine beset 
the way, and safety was the price 
of constant vigilance and never ceas-
ing caution. We can only imagine 
the things he suffered and the dan-
ger he dared. They have been for-
gotten here in the fullness of his later 
prosperity. He drove his flock 
through Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, 
Southern Kansas, across the North-
ern corner of Indian Territory, on 
through New Mexico and Arizona 
into the extreme South of California. 
He then made straight for the coast 
and followed the Pacific North, look-
ing for land suiting both to 
HIS SHEEP AND HIS PURSE. 
Much of the fertile low land lying 
along the coast was still owned by 
the Missions or was in litigation and 
not for sale when he reacht.>d Santa 
Barbara in the spring of r 85 I. It 
was still a small Mexican village, a 
mere handful of adobe houses, but 
the scenery and surroundings fas-
cinated him with the same charm 
that attracts the stranger who enters 
the town to-day. The rains were 
just over and the verdure of a 
California .spring clothed the earth 
with beauty. The foot-hills were 
green from base to summit and gay 
with myriads of bright flowers. 
Every tree, twig and bush was burst-
ing with new life and aglow with 
fragrant blossoms. The streets were 
free from dust, the ocean was danc-
ing and sparkling in the sunshine, 
the mountains glorious with ever-
changing color. The young travel-
er enjoyed all this loveliness with 
the keen relish of early manhood, 
but his · long journey was not yet 
finished, and footsore· and weary he 
followed his sheep some fifteen miles 
further up the coast west of Santa 
Barbara, where he stopped to rest. 
While his sheep were grazing he lay 
down on one of the 
SUNNY SLOPES OVERLOOKING THE 
VALLEY 
aml the ocean beyond, and fell into 
such sleep as only tired yo'1th may 
know, a sleep sweet and sound and 
dreamless, with the grass for his pil-
low, and the warm sun of this genial 
sky shining down a blessing on his 
head. Waking refreshed and full of 
eager life, he sprang to his feet and 
gazed with wide open eyes on t_he 
picture before him. Though poo.r, 
he was neither illiterate nor unrefinecl. 
In his mental make-up, a quick fancy, 
and lively imagination, were joined 
to practical wisdom and shrewd busi-
ness foresight. According to the 
story he afterwards told to the friend 
who related it to your correspondent, 
his eyes filled 'Yith tears of exquisite 
pleasure as he looked, and his heart 
beat high with genuine feeling. He 
stretched out his hand and said, 
"This i~ truly 
THE GARDEN OF THE GODS! 
If I live anrl prosper I will one day 
own this place and make my home 
here." Reluctantly he turned away, 
and still driving his flock before him, 
took his course north to Monterey. 
His sheep had diminished in number 
to 900, but not at all discouraged, he 
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took up such land as he could rent grow in this climate. To those al-
or buy, and set to work with a will ready tried here, he added many for-
to tend his sheep, improve their con- eign varieties.: hitherto unknown, 
dition, and increase their number. most of which grew and thrived and 
The gold fever was at its height, but stand to-day as proofs of his taste 
he was never for a moment tempted and foresight. And he loved ~every 
to neglect his legitimate business for tree and vine with all the strength of 
speculation. Land was cheap and in enthusiast.-After--a tim;;-he sold 
wool was high. His flock doubled the land now known as the Cooper 
and trebled and wcixed constantly and Stowe ranches, which are at 
greater. He rented or bought more present fully equal to his own in fer-
land as he was able, until the domain tility and productiveness. The th.ree 
covered thousands of acres. Mean- ranches .are famous all through this 
time he never forgot and never lost locality as examples of what can be 
sight of the place he had. vowed to d0ne with th:s soil and under this sky. 
call his own on that spring morning But Col. Hollister was 
years before. Its owner having died; NOT TO END HIS DAYS IN PEACE. 
leaving a number of minor heirs and The home he had bought in perfect 
a large estate somewhat encumbered, good faith, paid for in solid gold 
the trustees who had charge of the coin, made so valuable and loved so 
property decided to offer this part dearly, became subject to the most 
of it for sale, in order to dear the I expensive and vexatious litigation. 
whole of the debt hanging over it. It was claimed by the original heirs, 
Col. Hollister, now grown to manhood, that the 
BY THIS TIME A RICH MAN, trustees had exceeded their authori-
hearing the land was in the market, ty in making the sale, and that the 
came at once to Santa Barbara, con- title was therefore invalid. The Col-
eluded a bargain with the trustees, one!, like all men of his type, was 
and became at last the owner of the not easily frightened. He had hon-
long coveted property. His title estly and fairly made the purchase, 
covered 3,600 acres of fertile land, and the money he had paid out for 
including almost every variety of it had been used for the benefit of 
soil and situation. He began at once the very men who were now endeav-
to improve and beautify it. He oring to destroy his title to it. He 
built a comfortable mansion on the would not relinquish his rights with-
table land from whose summit he out a struggle. Now the law began 
had gazed enraptured so many years its lwisted, devious course. The 
before. He surrounded himself with case was decided and appealed many 
every beauty and every luxury money times, until finally it reached the 
could command, and he planted Superior courts, whose last decision 
orchards and vineyards comprising sustains the claim of the original 
every fruit, nut and grape tli.at will heirs, but grants compensation to 
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the Hollisters for all improvements. 
It is said, however, that it is not yet 
finally settled, but the man who 
made the place worth the protracted 
struggle is dead, 
BEYOND THE REACH OF EARTHLY LAW, 
beyond all heartache or passil,nate 
desire; at rest beside the ocean he 
loved and under the shadow of the 
mountains that overlook it. His 
wife and children live to prolong the 
contest, but they can never feel the 
intense and bitter resentment that 
fired his heart at the injustice of the 
claim against the p;roperty his efforts 
had made so valuable. It is said the 
trouble broke his heart. We do not 
wonder at it. We drove, the other 
day, to see the place, and as we 
looked at the view that comprises 
hill and dale, smiling valley and 
frowning mountains, the swelling 
ocean and the crescent shore, all ly-
ing under a sky so blue and a 
sun so bright as to make one think 
of ".a new heaven and a new 
earth," we appreciated the su-
preme affection for the spot, that 
must have dwelt in the heart of the 
man who had cherished its loveliness 
from his boyhood, and spent years 
of his manhood in adorning and 
enriching it. 
of whom we have heard and read 
from childhood's hours, passes away, 
this feeling seems to touch the heart 
of all. To-day we mourn the death 
of Henry Ward Beecher. In the 
sudden closing of his life America 
has lost a noble citizen and an hon-
ored son. 
It is difficult to estimate the value 
of his character. A great thinker, a 
powerful- writer, and an 'eloquent 
orator, his life is closely interwoven 
with the last half century of Ameri-
can history. Born amid the romantic 
scenery of New England, stimulated 
by an ardent love of nature, his 
youthful passions moulded the char-
acter of his future career. 
His successes in life were not 
achieved by accident, but were th.e 
results of a settled purpose. His 
aim was to do good. Always con-
siderate in action and, prudent in 
conversation, he valued a clear con-
science higher than worldly posses-
sions. ~adical and fearless in all 
reforms, his actions always received 
a flood of comment; but all the 
criticism and all the sophistry could 
not shatter the rock of his conviction. 
His castle of self was impregnable 
against the malicious shafts of slan-
der. 
---◄•---- Beecher was a tireless worker; and 
HENRY WARD BEECHER. the many volumes of sermons and 
lectures he has left us testify to the 
Bv w. H. WRIGHT. vigilance of his pen. Orginality of 
thought and beauty of expression 
Nothing fills the heart with such a characterize his literary productions. 
deep sense of loneliness as the death Rich in sentiment and warm in 
of a great man. The close of any I feeling, his works intimate to us the 
life is sad, but when a great genius, true work of th:!ir author. Through 
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all, "there breathes the spirit of a lover 
of nature. The sweet flowers, the 
singing birds, the rippling streams, 
and the gold-tipped clouds are his 
delight; and mantling them with a 
wealth of poetic feeling they are 
transformed to the lettered page to 
bring a ray of sunlight to the heart of 
the reader. But this is not all; be-
hind the drapery of woods there lies 
a moral or a religious principle. 
He pleads for liberty, mercy, and 
charity. Whether a human being in 
bondage or a humble insect crushed 
beneath the careless heel, he prose-
cutes all wrong. God's creatures 
are his creatures; and for their pro-
tection he would sacrifice all. 
His greatest worth was as a pulpit 
orator. His sermons are the index of 
his life. Possessing that rare ability 
of controling an audience, by a word 
or a gesture he could provoke laugh-
ter or incite tears. The faces of his 
hearers were as an April day, at one 
instant illuminated by the sunshine 
of laughter, at another overcast with 
the clouds of grief. 
His impassionate eloquence, flow-
ing from the sincerity of his Leart, 
won the admiration of the world. 
The friend of every race and the de-
fender of the oppressed in every 
clime, he advo :ated the freedom of 
the human soul. His religious con-
victions were liberal, and confining 
himself to the tenets of no creed, he 
believed in the equality of man. 
His heart was warm with patriot-
ism and devotion to his country. 
He loved her national ensign and 
helped to make it the flag of a free 
country. He hated slavery. In 
thrilling language he dwelt upon this 
monster vice, holding his hearers 
spell-bound for hours. 
In the darkest days of the Civil 
war when it was feared that England 
would aid the South, he went to En-
gland to plead the cause of the North. 
The sympathies of the English 
people were with the Sot1th and the 
presence of the noted orator attract-
ed immense audiences. 
His first appearance before an 
audience there was greeted with con-
temptuous shouts and hisses. For 
nearly an hour confusion reigned, be-
fore he succeeded in securing their 
attention. Conscious of the respon-
sibility resting upon him he arose to 
the full command of his great orator-
ical powers. His speech is said to 
have been a masterly effort. We can 
judge of it from the effect it produced 
-the establishment of a neutrality 
between England and the warring 
powers. 
We can not contemplate the result 
of the war had Beecher been unsuc-
cessful in England. The South might 
have become victorious, the Union 
broken, and the demon slavery 
ruined our government and institu-
tions. Providence ruled otherwise. 
Like the whole human race, Beecher 
had faults; but unlike most of us, 
he tried to conquer them. His po-
litical life was a subject of much 
criticism. Though some may doubt 
the wisdom of his political career, he 
was opposed to •all "rings," "ma-
chines" and other party devices and 
regarded the purity and honesty of 
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the ballot the safeguard of the Re-
public. 
Henry Ward Beecher was one of 
the few historic characters whose 
name will grow brighter with time. 
A few years hence Americans will 
begin to realize his greatness. He 
has left a name future ages will love 
to honor and revere. Noble man! 
Requiescat in pace! 
The College water-system has been 
introduced into Nortb Hall and the 
Zoological and Botanical labora-
tories are n<;nv supplied with a con-
stant supply of hydrogen oxide. 
supply of marine algae direct from 
the Pacific coast for use in labora-
tory work. We learn also that the 
peach and almond trees of Califor-
nia are seriously infested with a leaf-
rust, which threatens the life of the 
affected orchards. 
An interesting study is a series of 
models, desi15ned by Prof. Mount, of 
arches, gateways, domes and niches 
of various kinds. They arc for the 
use of the students in Stereotorny, 
aiding them in the construction of 
working drawings. 
A species of mil<lew (Pcronospora 
graminicola) fonnd by Prof. Halsted 
last fall growing in abundance on 
the common fox-tail grass, proved to 
The Red Crossbill (Loxia curDi- be of sufficient importance to be 
rostra) was taken for the first time in 
this locality last fall by Prof. Osborn. 
This bird is commonly found only 
in the pine regions, where it feeds on 
widely disributed among bot:rnists 
in the 19th Century of Dr. Ellis' 
North American Fungi. 
conifer seeds. , In the Physical Laboratory are 
1 some recent additions to the present 
H. F. ·wickham, a specialist in extensive stock ,,f apparatus, promi-
Coleoptera, has lately been at the nent among which are a Thomson's 
College rearranging the collection of Reflecting Galvanometer, an Earth 
this very extensive order of insects. Inductor, a Wheatstone's Divided 
He contemplates taking a course of J\Teter Bridge and a Standard Ohm 
study here next year. for delicate electrical measurements. 
In the supply of marine animals 
recently secured for use in the Zoo-
logical Laboratory are many inter-
esting specimens. Among others are 
a fully expanded Tubularian, several 
sponges and corals of various fantas-
tic shapes. 
The Botanical Department is per-
fecting arrangements fer securing a 
Most interesting of all is a Celestial 
Globe, nearly three feet in rliameter, 
importerl from Germany last winter. 
It shows all the constellations with 
their names and all the stars down 
to the sixth magnitude inclusive, is 
graduated in right ascension and de-
clination in degrees and is provided 
with an hour circle, a meridian circle 
and a movable brass quadrant for 
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measuring zenith distances. The 
globe is capable of adjustment show-
ing the position of the celestial sphere 
at any instant of time correspondiµg 
to any position upon the surface of 
the ·earth. The globe was made by 
D. Reimer of Berlin and is a valuable 
piece of apparatus. 
In the Chemical Laboratory we find 
_; ,,, 
instrum~_nts. In, Engineering Hall 
new slaJe blackabGarrls have been put 
in the Free Hand Drawing Room and,, 
Prof. B~ssetf s class fOOJIF. 
PuBLISHED MONTHLY'. FOR EIGHT MONTHS · 
OF ,TH~,YE/\R BY THE 
a new pair of analytical balances LITERARY SOCIETIES , 
weighing to .00005 mm. Fine black 
walnut cases with Yale locks,, for 
OF THE IOWA 
STATE AGRICULi"URAf.. COLLEGE. 
reagents and apparatus, have· been EDITORIAL STAFF. 
placed upon each desk in the Soph- E.. A. KIRKPATRICK, '87 .... Editor-in-Ghief. 
lomore laboratory room. Nearly six Lrzzrn McCusKEY, '88 ............... Local. 
hundred dollars worth of new chem- N. E. HANSEN, '87 •:: ........... S.cientific. 
icals and apparatus has been added i G. W. STURTZ, '87 · · · · · · · · ·······Literary. 
I ================================ to· the_ stock; a 'new ceiling has been  
put in place and the steam-pipes BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 
have been fitted with a·distilled wa- F. L. DoRBIN, '88, Pres., ......... Crescent. 
ter apparatus. The Seniors in Agri-, C. J. CoT~Y: '.~7, Se~.,·······;·:· Bachelor. 
:. .. ; , Jos. PAXION, 87, T1eas., .... lh1lomathean. 
cultur~l Ch~m1st~y are\ at present i G. w. S·rnR'~Z, ',87 .. } · . · .... 
wres.thng with analysis of bogus N. E. HANSEN, 87.. . ......... Sohc1t01s. 
. 'l a· • '· JULIA \VENTCI{ '87 .. butters, soi s an ultimate combus- . ' . . . • · 
tions. ================ 
In the Mechanical Department 
there has been added to the equip-
ment fur r 887 the following: For 
the machine shop, two new r6 inch 
Swirig Engine Lathes; one Universal 
Pfaner Chuck,one Independent Lathe 
Chuck and a complete set of patent-
ed lathe and planer tools. For the 
carpenter shop, ten complete sets of 
carpenter's tools, ten carreriter's 
vises for the new benches made by 
the students last year. For testing 
steam engines and boilers, a com-
plete set of instruments including a 
Fairbank's Standard Scale, two ird-
proved Steam Engine Indicators, a 
Pyrometer, a Planimeter and other 
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. WE suppose om: ·readers tl:~ink 
there sho.uld be some apology g.iven 
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for the AuRO-RA's coming out so late 
last month. We have none to make 
but will simply state the facts and 
hope that our readers will try to ex-
cuse the printer and succeed in the 
attempt better than we have. The 
"copy" for the March number of the 
AuRoRA was sent to the printer just 
three weeks and five days before it 
was printed and sent to us. Wonder 
if other editors ever have such an ex-
perience ? If they do and don't feel 
like tearing their hair after being 
asked a score or two times when then 
paper is coming out, then they should 
be crowned with the laurels so long 
worn by Job-in fact, they should re-
ceive equal honor with the printer 
who doesn't swear when trying to de-
cipher editorial hieroglyphics. 
do more real solid work, and none 
that offer so good a chance to stu-
dents working their own way. The 
idea that this is an infidel school 
where there is no religious influence 
has been disseminated throughout 
the State. Whatever reason there 
may have been for that impression in 
the past there is certainly no 
reason for it now. If .those who 
entertain such a belief would visit 
the Sunday school and prayer-meet-
ings conducted by the Christian 
Association they would, we think, 
change their minds when they saw the 
number present and the interest 
manifested. They would be still 
more assured when they become ac-
quainted with the views and char-
acter of the man now at the head of 
this institution. The four literary 
PROBABLY there is no school in the societies furnish e> cellent opportuni-
State about which so little is known ties for Iiternry improvement, and 
by the people of the State and about the engineering, agricultural, veteri-
which such absurd ideas are enter- nary and science societies for im-
tained as the Iowa Agricultural Col- provement in special lines, and the 
lege. If the advantages offered by library of 8,000 volumes for all kinds 
this institution for a thorough edu- of study. There are few schools 
cation in all the sciences and for where there is as little partizan feel-
special courses in agriculture, horti- ing between the different classes and 
culture, engineering and veterinary different societies and where there is 
medicine were well known to the as little jealosy among the students. 
people of the State, it would be but Merit and abilitr are recognized as 
a short time before the attendance the only qualities worthy of respect 
would be doubled. We can say and honor. The college has been 
without danger of contradiction that improving for several years in its 
there is no college in the State that facilities for teaching the various 
has better apparatus for teaching all branches, in its courses of study, and 
the sciences and none with more able in the class students attending it; and 
scientists as professors. There is no I the faculty are working together in 
school in the State having a heaver harmony for the further improvement 
course of study or where the students of the school. There is one thing, 
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however, to which scarcely any at-
tention has been paid, and that is 
advertising the school. If a ladies' 
hall were built, twice the number of 
students could be accommodated 
and instructed with but little addi-
tional expense, and a proper adver-
tising of the advantages offered by 
this college would in all probibility 
soon secure that number of students. 
ALTHOUGH this is not strictly an 
agricultural school, as the name 
would seem to imply, yet a thorough 
course in agriculture should form 
o·ne of its. most important features, 
and the fact that so few are taking the 
agricultural course demands the care-
ful consideration of faculty and trus-
tees. The General Course has been 
improved and made much more pop-
ular by the introduction of some op-
tional studies. This is good as far 
as it goes, but the fact that the Agri-
cultural Course has not been im-
proved in the same proportion, as 
it should have been is, we think, one 
of the reasons why so many have 
been drawn from it to the General 
Course. «This ought ye to have 
done and not to have left the other 
undone." There are studies in 
the Agricultural Course which 
some of the students in that course 
To us this appears to be a much bet-
ter plan than allowing them the 
choice of degrees. The choice of 
studies gives the knowledge wished 
for, the choice of degree gives noth-
l,ut a name. Besides, giving option 
of degrees appears like acknowledging 
what the opponents of industrial 
schools claim that the Agricultural 
Course of study, as a technical 
course, is a farce. lj this is ad-
mitted it would be better to do away 
with the Agriculture Course, so 
called, and intrqpuce a few of the 
studies i11to the General Course as 
optional studies. But we do not be-
lieve the faculty and trustees are 
prepared to make any such admis-
sion and we hope they will not do 
so in appearance. We believe that 
the college was established for the 
purpose of giving instruction in ag-
riculture, in the sciences related to 
the industries and for the education 
of the indt!strial classes in the.several 
pursuits and professions of life, and 
that the carrying out of that object 
requires an Agricultural Course, a 
Scientific Course, an Engineering 
Course and a Veterinary Course, and 
that the uniting of any two of these 
different courses would be detrimen-
tal to both them and to the best in-
do not like, and many of them terests of this school. We believe 
change to the General Course in that a first-class professor of agri-
order to avoid such studies and get culture should be secured and the 
those that they do like. If such _ course made as distinctive, practical 
studies are not essential to the course · and attractive as possible, and the 
they should be made optional or I fact demonstrated that there is a 
thrown out. If they are essential to science of agriculture that can be 
the course they should be made more taught and applied in the most im-
attractive and interesting, if possible. portant industry in our country. 
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THERE are many "ho object to when he receives a high mark in op.e 
the system of examinations and that he knows but little about and a 
marking practiced in most institu- low mark on studies that he under-
tions of learning, but it has been stands quite well. It also makes the 
demonstrated that the system has comparison of marks in the different 
many advantages connected with it; courses •very' unfair. The student 
at any rate, whether good or bad, soon learns to appreciate the mark 
when it is once adopted it should be that is proportional to his knowledge 
faithfully carried out, for that is the and underst;mding of the s11bject. 
only way to secure the advantages He likes well enough to receive a 
of the system and the only way to good mark from profes~,or~ that al-
demonstrate whether the general ef- .ways give good marks w_hether ,the 
fects arc good or not. In schools student knows much_ about the i,ub-
where it is used, sti1dents are. judged ,ject or not, but he,.does .not value the 
by their marks in their several stud- mark so highly. and does not think 
ies; hence it is an important part of that such· profes3or is the .best in-. 
the professor's duty to mark e·ach structor because his scholars receive 
student according to his proficiency. the highest m_arks. In fact studen•ts. 
Diffe°rent professors have different generally ;hav~ more respect for the 
standards by which to mark. Some professor who is strict in ,daily reci-
mark according to an ideal standard tations, gives fair e~aminations on 
of perfection, some according to the fundamen,tal. prip.ciples. and marks 
amount of work clone, others accord- closely whether it results in a, high 
ing to the work done by the best st~- or a low average for the class; and 
derit in the class; but p•robably the they. alwaysyalue the mark , much 
most common and undoubtedly .the ,higher. Marks are; of no value.only 
best practical standard is a thorough . so far as they show a ,knowledge of 
knowledge' and understanding of, all the subject passed over. The student 
that has been passed_ over in class. who .by unfair means such as 
It wopld be much better if all. the "po.cket editions," etc., secures,agood 
professors in the same college used mar.k forfeits _his own self-respect and 
the same standard. It is a fact well the right to. the ,.respect ··of others. 
kno~n to student~ · that a mark of He not. only.• pr:actices·.1 deception 
3.90 under some professors does n6t which makesJ1im feel "sneaking" hut 
indicate any mo,re thorough knowl- he steals a, reputation instead:of earn-
edge of the subject than a mark of mg. i.t._. Nothing, can ever : excuse 
3.50 under other professors. This is such unfair roethod:s yet there are cir-
partly due to the different standards cmnstanc;es that. isometimes make 
by which they mark. But it makes the tempt~tion: veriy strong. Wher. a 
a student feel like hi~ .. marks are not f studen.t 1.·s. c.·qmpellect to take.a:study 
very good· indications of. his , profi~ that. he.,,c,ares nothing about and 
ciency in the different branth~s .thinks that he can s.p.end .his ti:me,on 
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some other study to much better ad- over the old ones. The present ad-
vantage the temptation is quite ministration seems inclined to trust 
strong, especially if the study is dry to the student's honor to some ex-
and requires much time. (This ex- tent; and to punish severely all de-
cuse has been partially done away ception. The effort is made to in-
with here uy introduction of some spire the students with a love for 
optional studies.) Again, if the pro- order and a respect for law. The 
fessor is easy and careless in the effrct of this policy is shown in the 
daily recitations and then gives a good order maintained in all the 
very hard examination the students college buildings· and by the fact that 
feel or try to feel like they are justi- but very few students "are invited 
fied in "faking". But when to one down to see the faculty." The ef-
or both of these reasons is added the feet of this will not end with the 
fact that many in the class are "fak- school. There.is notl1ing of more 
ing" and those who work honestly importance to the welfare of society 
and really know the most abont the and the permancy of our government 
subject will get the lowest marks but than the teaching o[ respect for law 
few students can resist the tempta- in all our homes, schools and col-
tion, or at least but few do.· Ofte~ : leges. Deference to personal author-
these excuses are partly imaginary i ty is a thrng of the past in this 
and made .to stifle conscience, but in country and, to take its place, a love 
some cases they have a real existence. and respect for law shoulcl be thor-
This is shown by the fact that in oughly instilled into the minds of the 
some classes there is a great deal of youth of this nation. Teachers and 
"faking" while in others there is professors should act toward their pu-
scarcely ever any. It is also true pils according to principles and rules 
that when a student yields to the tern- and not according to personal feel-
tation in one class he is much more , mgs and passion. An instructor may 
likely to do so in another when he i be very rigid in his requirements but if 
has not the excuse he had in the first. ' he acts uniformly according to cer-
If all honest students will unite with tain sensible rules, students will con-
the faculty in discountenancing all plain but little of his severity. But 
cheating, the institution will be much if an instructor acts according to 
benefitted by the change and good pc>rsonal feeling, sometimes being 
marks will always be an honor in- easy and good natured and some-
stead of sometimes being a disgrace times cross and rigid, the students 
to the person receiving it ancl to the , will not be likely to respect him so 
college which gives such a mark to much and will complain a great deal. 
such a person. This is especially true if the instruc-
tor indulges in scolding. lt is the 
opinion of many students that scold-
ing is not excusable in any instruc-
THE new rules adopted by the 
faculty are quite an improvement 
EXCHANGE NOTES. 
I 
t0r, except it be a second grade: ural College. Its editor shows eYi-
co11ntry school teacher. ·we have dence of possessing the rarest of all 
seen students lose all interest in the kinds of sense, "common sense." 
subject studied, all respect for their The Ep"·orth Exponent contains 
instructor, and all respect for law an excellent series of articles on 
where the instructor indulges in that American Authors and some very in-
pernicious habit of scolding; but teresting biographies. 
we have never yet seen any good \Ye welcome the first number of 
come from it. If all instructors and 
all in authority acted according to 
certain rules or principles and not 
according to personal feeling, there 
would soon be a wonderful improve-
ment in the intellectual, political 
and moral condition of our country. 
A)IY one having old AeROR,\S of 
the followin_g dates will confer a 
great favor by forwarding them to us 
as they are needed to complete our 
files: March, April and September 
oi 1882; March, April and July of 
1883; March, April, July, October 
and November of 1885. 
One hundred and twenty Indians 
are attending Hampton University, 
Virginia. 
the :-J orrnal Herald to our "X" table 
and wish it and the school it repre-
sents the greatest success. 
Tbe College Record, Tabor Col-
lege, would certainly be improved 
by their contemplated change to a 
monthly issued in pamphlet form. 
We cheerfully comply with the 
Portfolio's reqnest to exchange. 
The paper ~hows that literary cul-
ture is not neglected at Parsons 
College. 
A good man, a wise man may at 
times be grieved with the world, but 
no man is e\·er discontented with 
the world if he does bis duty in it. 
-Exchange. 
\Ve learn from 0ur exchanges that 
many colleges, both in this conntry 
and Europe, are opening their doors 
to women. This is one of the best 
indications of nineteenth century 
Said an amateur rnathmatician, progress. 
"Four quarts make a gallon, sixty- "Ladies have gone into the hazing 
three gallon,; make a hedge-hog.>'- business in the Maine State College. 
Exchange. Two have been expelled from the 
Four thousand molecules can sit Sophomore class for getting caught 
comfortably on the point of a pin. at it." --Ex. \Voncler what the 
Herein the molecule differs from the! punishment is for hazing? 
man.-Exchange. 
\Ve welcome the Dakota Collegian 
published by our brother "hayseeds," 
the students of the Dakota Agricult-
The College Index of Kalamazoo 
presents a \·ery neat appeannee and 
is quite well edited. But the ex-
change department is rather meager 
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considering that it is in charge of a 
special editor, and as to quality, that 
is pretty well expressed in the editor's 
own words: "While sometimes such 
articles are pleasant to read, yet they 
do not require much ability." 
The Cornellian is a very welcome 
visitor to our table. One or two of 
the later numbers have orations that 
contain some thought but seem to 
have been written according to the 
following definition of an oration: 
"An oration is a collection of high-
sounding words." 
The Mantion Messenger is the 
name of a new paper started by the 
students of St. Olaf's School, North-
field, Minn. We welcome it to our 
"X" table and judging from the 
first two numbers, think it will fill a 
very creditable. place beside other 
college papers. The local depart-
ment is quite racy. 
The Delphic is a very welcome 
exchange. It and the Vidette Re-
porter are engaged in a very lively 
discussion about the State contest. 
The Drake boys seem to be able to 
hold the Iowa City boys level in this 
discussion, if they were not in the 
State convention. Such discussions 
are interesting so long as there is a 
flow or' wit, but when that stops and 
personal abuse takes its place, the 
discussion becomes repulsive in-
stead of attractive. The February 
tor of the St. Charles Gazette who 
urges the importance of college 
papers improving their exchange de-
partment, but we think that in the 
same issue he lowers the standard of 
college journalism by indulging in 
personal abuse of a brother editor. 
It is perfectly right and proper that 
editors should criticise each other 
sharply, but personal abuse should 
be left for second-class political pa-
pers. If the editors of the Foster 
Academy Review are such persons 
as he says they are, he lowers him-
self by paying so much attention to 
them. If they are not, his words de-
serve still greater condemnation. 
The new editor of Lassell Leaves 
proposes "to revel in printed ex-
pressions" of her sentiments on all 
subjects. We think that such ex-
pressions as the following rather in-
dicate a -want of sentiment. It 
appears very much like an ill-advised 
attempt to say something smart. It 
is, howev-er,_ only one of several ex-
pressions that sound more like the 
remarks of a cynical political paper 
than the "sentiments" of a young 
lady: 
Gen .. Logan's death is peculiarly unfor-
tunate, since it has probably destroyed all 
chance of Mrs. Logan's becoming President 
of the United States. 
Her determination to express her 
sentiments on all subjects is all right, 
but she should be sure that she has 
oration contains the Drake orator's them first. 
oration. We have read it and can The College Message, edited by 
see no reason for thinking the judges . the young ladies of Oreensboro Fe-
marked unjustly. j male College, N. 'C., is filled with 
\Ve agree with the exchange edi- lively, interesting, and common-sense 
LOCAL 
articles. The following is quoted 
from an editorial in the February 
n•Jmber on the sixteenth amendment: 
The best and wisest heads in the land ha,·e 
cnrcfu11y ,reighecl and hnlanced the ar;::;·u-
rnents for aucl rig:1inst hC'r plea. Patiently 
and kindly ha Ye they hen.rel her grivnnces; 
haYc investigated thorcnighly the grounds of 
her corn plaints, and in 111any cases, it not in 
all, ha,e set themselves to the redress of her 
wrongs. The result has been an irnprovc-
nient in the cmHlition of,\·orncn in this cnlln-
try, such as the cloubtful privilege of' snffrngc 
;1lone could never h::1sc con1niandcd for her. 
\\'ithin the past two decades, in almost every 
~tatc in the Union, laws hrn'c been enacted, 
rcpc:i.lcd nncl modified in her favor, ~vcr-in-
crcasiug cducatio~1al advantage:-:; and oppor-
tunities Cor industrial training arc affonled 
lier, ancl four-fifths of the ,wenncs of employ· 
rncnts n1cntinncd in the census hrrve been 
opened to her for self support. In short, 
,yo111an enjoys to dny an enrranchiscn1ent in 
ccnnprrrison ,,·ith which the electoral fran-
chise hccon1es of slight importance. 
The editorial closes with the fol-
lml'ing quotation from Elihu Burritt: 
As Jor the queslHm of female suffrage, the 
7.o..10111r'IZ of ~\.1ncrica 1nust decide that fur thcrn-
selYes. The men of ~\n1erica <;annot with-
hol,1 from them the right of suffrage if they 
insist on it. Hut it is for thcrnsclYes to dc-
cicle whether they will cxch:inge the Koo-i-
nor they tHJ\\. possess fur the brnssy, lacquer-
eel l)aulilc contained in the lrnllot-l,ox. 
-Exams 1 
-Spring flowers ! 
-But few "\pril showers'. 
-See the Soph. and his botany 
can! 
-See the "entomologist and his 
butterfly net '. 
I 
-"\nd the zoological Junior girls 
: running down gophers ! 
i -The measles are abroad agam 
i this year, but few cases, howe .-er, ,;o 
. far. 
-There has bt:en added to the 
Library recently 194 volumes of 
bound periodicals. 
-The effort made by the Lecture 
Association to secure a lecture from 
Dr. Talmage proved a failure. 
-The quiet and good order pre-
vailing this term are sure indications 
of the general satisfaction of all. 
-- [ want to he a Junior 
And w:th the Juniors c;tand, 
A silk plug 011 my cl:iss.ic bro\\·, 
A c:.1.nc \\ ithin my hand. 
-Several of the girls take Chem. 
this year, a fact e\·itlent from the burnt 
fingers displayed on one or two 
occasions. 
-The first da,, of April was ob-
served in the usual manner, the cus-
tomary number of jokes, sells, etc., 
being perpetrated. 
-The chapel was very tastefully 
decorated for Easter services. Re\'. 
:\!Ioulton preached a v2ry eloquent 
ancl appropriate Easter sermon. 
-The rules have been re,·ised 
and condensed, and now a neatly 
printed copy adorns the inside of the 
door of every well-regulated room. 
-North Hall has been undergoing 
a siege of house-cleaning, and looks 
much better for the process. It also 
has a new porch which adds much 
to its appearance. 
-"Co. G." is on hand in all its 
former glory and much larger than 
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last year. The new members all go/ -Foot-ball seemed to be the rage 
to work in earnest and the girls hope; for a while, but there are rumors now 
I 
before long to take their old place as i of great and glorious events to hap-
one of the best drilled companies in I pen in the way of baseball, and it 
the battalion. i really looks as if they might happen 
-1Yhy can't the students of the 
I. A. C. get up energy enough to 
learn some College songs? They are 
a pleas:rnt and important part of 
college life. Let us make an effort. 
-The new parlor furniture is neat 
and elegant and is something of 
which all may be proud. The room 
is to be used strictly for a reception 
room, and now each individual 
sighs for "company." 
-An effort has been made for a 
few years past to do away with the 
sub-Freshman class. It seems likely 
to be a success, and hereafter those 
not being able to enter the Freshman 
class will not be admitted. 
-The s1tbtmction of the old gas 
house from the college building ad1ls 
to the appearance of the building. 
Cannot give the formula by which 
this result was obtained, but can 
assure you that it is correct. 
-Prof. and Mrs. Bennett recently 
entertained at their home a company 
of young people composed of the 
Junior class in Chemistry and an 
equal number of ladies. All were 
enthusiastic over the delightful time. 
-The Social hour of Sunday has 
been changed to afternoon. The 
"masher" no longer confines his 
operations to the Lab. walk, after 
breakfast, but wanders "wild and 
free" over the campus from Chapel 
till snpper-time. 
when the Freshmen get up and play 
before breakfast. 
-"Oh ! The snow, the beautiful 
snow!" is the refrain that was 
echoed about the college the last 
Saturday and Sunday in :March. It 
wasn't so beautiful, however, when 
it came to wading through a couple 
of feet of it to recitations, the next 
morning. 
-There has been another change 
in the devotional programme. The 
omission of chapel exercises is to 
be on Wednesday evening instead of 
Satnrday, thus giving more time for 
drill and dress-parnde. Chapel on 
Saturday evening is at 5:20 instead 
of S as usual. 
-New singing books in the Chap-
el, new chairs in several recitation 
rooms, a couple of elegant new ta-
bles one in the Freshman room and 
the other in the Senior room, to-
gether with many other good things 
make us feel rather prouder than 
usual of our I. A. C. 
-None of the many improvements 
of this year are more pleasing to all 
arid more appreciated, nor none 
were more needed than the carpet 
in the Library. It is now a cheerful, 
attractive place where students may 
spend their leisure study hours with 
a delightful sense of comfort. 
-\Ve would suggest that those 
whose duty it is to sec about the 
PERSONAL. 
ventilation of the Chapel, especially I Saturday and Sunday with his son 
for Sunday exercises, read that part , and daughter at the I. A. C. 
of some good physiology which says, Miss Maud Mcintyer received a 
"On brains benurn bed and starving box full of all manner of good things, 
for oxygen, the pnrest thoughts and with which to celebrate her birthday. 
sublimest truths fall but lightly." Pres. Chamberlain delivered two 
Lulu Wright is wielding the wil-
low at Gilbert. 
Baker and Finnigan, of the Juniors, 
have both been sick. 
addresses before the Deleware Coun-
ty Farmers' Institute at Manchester, 
last month. 
Fred and Lizzie Schaal spent Sat-
urday and Sunday at home the first 
of the month, and oh, how forlorn 
some one did look ! 
Laura Moulton spent 
at home recuperating. 
C. S. Anderson, of '87, visited the 
a few days 
college a few days, on his way to 
Louisana. He does not intend to 
is teachin·g 1 graduate with his c ass. Miss Statia Prichard 
near her home in Calliope. 
Miss Nellie Y,,ung enjoyed a visit 
from her father Easter Sunday. 
Mable Lucas is book keeper m 
her father's store in Des Moines. 
Miss Sullivan, of the Freshmen 
class, enjoyed a visit from her mother. 
Among the visitors at the College 
we noticed N. L. Blackman, once of 
'88. 
F. E. Baldwin, once of '84, is prin-
cipal of th~ Center school, Ottumwa 
Iowa. 
Mr. Mendenhall, once of '86, is a 
teacher in the Oskaloosa Business 
College. 
Mr. Beach, who taught at Ranson;, 
Ill., last winter, returned only a short 
time ago. 
H. R. Jones, once a member of 
class '86, was at the college for a 
short time. 
Capt. Head, of Jefferson, spent 
Mary Bower Fowler, in addition to 
her domestic duties, still keeps up 
the literary work for which she was 
so admired, at the I. A. C. 
A brother of Miss Anna Nichols, 
so well rem em berecl by Seniors and 
Juniors, is one of the substantial 
members of the Freshman class. 
G. L. Schermerhorn was taken 
sick last week, and is now at his 
home in Jefferson where he will re-
main until he regains his health. 
Miss Fannie Barnhart, of Logan, is 
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Capt. Lincoln, 
and occasionally favors the Literary 
Societies with excellent vocal music. 
Mr. Cotey has been obliged to dis-
continue his class in short-hand this 
year, much to the disappointment of 
those who had anticipated a term's 
work under his instruction. 
Dr. H. S. Williams, once of '86, 
holds an excellent position as Path-
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ologist to the Hospital for Insane at 
Independence, and has good facil-
ities for original investigation. 
Mr. W. C. Cadwell, of Logan, Iowa, 
who was one of the early students 
and attended the first recitation held 
in the institution, visited his niece, 
Miss Nellie Young, at the college. 
Miss May Br~dhead, one of the 
Sophomore's brightest girls, has been 
obliged to leave school on account 
of her health. She will be much 
missed and all hope tLat she may be 
able to return in the near future. 
Dr. Yeomans was at the cojlege a 
short time ago, and while here de-
livered an excellent and interesting 
sermon. The students all like to 
have Dr. Yeomans visit the college, 
and hope he will come often this 
year. 
Grace Frater was called home by 
-~·.A'.L U]V.IJ{I.·~-
'86. Rumor says that H. L. Chat-
terton is married. 
'86. G. A. Johnson and E. P. 
Niles were at the college a short 
time. 
'86. 0. W. Rich is working for C. 
L. Watrous, nurseryman, Des 
Moines, Iowa. 
'85. (~. W. Knorr is a farmer at 
Simpsonville, Kentucky. 
'86. H.J. Langfitt has gone west 
in hopes of improving his health. 
'85. Anna McConnon visited at 
the college one day during the vaca-
tion in the Ames schools, where she 
is assistant principal. 
'85. W. M .. Hayes is associate 
editor of the Prairie Farmer, Chicago, 
Illinois. 
the sickness of lier mother. She has '86. Vene Gambell is taking a P. 
bid good-by to the r. A. C. as she ex- G. and hi~' r~clia~t visage and "crim-
pects not to return. The '88ers are all I son l~cks_ 1llm~1mate the I. A. C. 
sorry to lose her for she was one of and vicmity as m days of yore. 
the eight Junior girls, and expected 
to "fight the good fight and finish --~·pOCIETY+Dil\EC'!Ol\Y,·~ 
the course." 
Married.-At the residence of the 
brides parents on Thursday after-
noon March 16, 1887, Herbert L. 
Preston and Miss Louana Jackson. 
-Dunlap Reporter. At this writing 
Mr. Preston is at Burlington attend-
ing Business College, and Mrs. P. re-
mains at her home. 
The four literary societies meet in their 
respective halls every Saturday evening at 
7:30 P. M. All are invited to attend. 
CLiOLIAN LITERARY SOCIETY. 
OLLIE \YILSON .................. President. 
Jl'I.IA \VE:STCH ............. Cor. Secretary. 
IL\CIIELOR DEBATING SOCIETY. 
C. J. COTEY .................... President. 





· R. F. JORDAN ................... President. 
L. V. HARPEL .................. President. E. ,\'. STANTON ................. Secretary. 
MAGC~IE CAMERON .......... Cor. Secretary. 
CRESCENT LITERARY SOCIETY. 
G. S. GonER ................... President. 
Low JOHNSON .............. Cor. Secretary. 
SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS. 
Meets in Engineering Hall'at 7 P. M., every 
second and fourth Fridays of each month. 
Those interested in engineering are cordially 
invited. 
J. PAXTON ...................... President. 
W. N. GLADSON ................ Secretary. 
' 
AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL- ' 
TGRAL ASSOCIA TIO:\'. 
Meets in North Hall at 7 P. M., every al-
ternate Friday. Those interested are cor-
dially invited. 
G. H. Cm.TON .................. President. 
J. CRAIG ....................... Secretary. 
VETERINARY MEDICAL SOCIETY. 
Meets in Sanitary Hall at 7 P. M., every 
secon,1 and fourth Friday of each month. 
All interested in this line cordially invited. 
M. STALKER .. T . ............... Presiden'.. 
L. G. PATTY .................... Secretary. 
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. 
MEETINGS. 
Sunday School every SHnday at 1:15 P. M. 
Prayer Meeting: Sunday evening at 7 P. M., 
in the chapel; Thursday evening at 6:ro P. 
M., in Freshman Recitation Room. A cor-
dial invitation is extended to all. 
E. A. KIRKPATRICK ............. President. 
JULIA WENTCH ................. Secretary. 
SCIENCE CLUB. 
V. C. GAMRELI.. ................ President. 
N. E. HANSEN .................. Secretary. 
COLLEGE BAND. 
G. Z. BARNES ................... President. 
B. J. SHELDEN .................. Secretary. 
To Whom it :rp,ay Concern 
Keep abreast with the times by buying 
your goods at the 
Palace+ Drug+ Store ! 
Where they study the needs of their customers 
and are always ready an<l willing, for rea• 
sonable compensation, to furnish the 
best goods obtainahle. We make 
Prescriptions a Specialty! 
And handle all goods usuaUy found in 
a first-cla:-.s Drug Store. 
Our Nevv Soda :B'oun.tain ! 
Will soon be in readiness to accommodate 
"all ye that thirst," and the 
B. Garcia's Famous Cigar 
Sells on its merits. Try it. Call and' see us, 
try the new road which pleases so many, 
and surely you will not depart from it. 
J. H. PICKETT & Co, Am~s, Iowa. 
------ -----· ---- -
--...>-,-MILLIN E RV-Y---
-AT-
M. & A.]. SWEENEY'S, 
EAST END STREET. SOUTH SIDE. 
